Argumentative Thesis Statement

Due to the peculiarities of any argumentative essay, its thesis statement may be considered one of its vital parts. A proper and correctly built thesis statement can make the reader strongly interested in the author’s arguments presented in it. Correspondingly, the thesis statement of any argumentative essay should be very clear and present not only the argument of the author of the essay but also the reasons this argument is true.

Therefore the argument itself needs to be as narrowed as possible being related to the topic of the essay. Another important element of the argumentative essay thesis statements is that it needs to be as objective as possible revealing the academic approach of the author. In other words the argumentative essay thesis statement presents the main arguments the author uses to support this notion the author is focused on. All the words need to be thoroughly chosen and used.

Good Argumentative Thesis

Examples of argumentative thesis statement:

- **Abortion and social responsibility**
  Thesis statement: The decision to make an abortion is the personal choice and responsibility of the woman.

- **Death penalty and the society**
  Thesis statement: No one has the right to take away the life of any person.

- **Education and its impact on the future of a man**
  Thesis statement: Education is the key to a successful future.

- **Euthanasia. Who has the right to decide?**
  Thesis statement: Though sometimes euthanasia may seem the only correct solution it creates a double-standard for the moral values of the society.

Social issues:

- **Good and Bad Teachers essay**
  A good teacher is a person who finds individual approach to every pupil, taking care about the child’s adaptation in class, increasing one’s social status in class and making sure the children learn to take into account and respect the thoughts of other people.
• **The Negative Effects of Television**
  The television negative effect facts that are well known to every single parent, but are ignored by them in order to put the responsibility for bringing up kids and showing them examples through interaction on the shoulders of somebody else.

• **Technology and development**
  Technology provides the opportunity to combine resources that have once been impossible to combine crating the products that are in high demand and solve the problems of modern people.

• **Marriage in Hollywood**
  The more the decision is weighted the bigger is the probability of a happy matrimony. Of course, there have always been exceptions; nevertheless, marriage is definitely not something to joke with.

**Health:**

• **Growth in Nursing Care Essay**
  To provide professionals who can give special assistance to patients in areas related to their expertise. Their functions include addressing patient complaints, family concerns and working on different programs for the medical center in addition with providing on-call medical assistance to people.

• **Personal Diet and Activity Plan**
  The problem of healthy human nutrition is a vital question nowadays, because due to the contemporary lifestyle some people have a completely physically passive life and consume for more than they need to keep the correct balance in their organism.

**Law:**

• **The Universal Declaration of Human Rights**
  Human rights are about the notion that dignity is an inborn “characteristic” of a man and that the inalienable rights for equality are the basis of liberty and justice on the planet in general and each community in particular.

**Economics**

• **Economics and prostitution**
  Prostitution has a lot to do with the economy, as it is not only its “dark” side but also the potential legal income, which is always needed so much.

• **Offshore jobs**
Literally they train people that will eventually take their working places, leaving them unemployed. India is the primary “offshore” supplier.

- **World Hunger**
  No matter how wealthy is the First World the problem of hunger and death in ‘underdeveloped’ countries is not to be forgotten.

**History**
- **Holocaust**
  Holocaust divided the lives of Jews into three periods: before, during and after it, which showed how hard was its hit.

**Management**
- **Money as a motivator at work**
  It goes without saying that money is an ‘engine’ of everything but sometimes it may not be enough to keep this “blaze” in the eyes of an employee.

**Marketing**
- **The key to customer loyalty**
  True customer satisfaction builds customer loyalty. Every company needs to perform an advantage that will attract the customer and establish healthy loyal customer-oriented business relations.

**Politics**
- **Elections in USA**
  Americans vote because they want their country to have a decent leader, a man that will do everything possible to promote their country position in the world’s politics in the first place.